
CLASS INFORMATION 

DANCE CLASS
-  My dance class consists of a 15/20 minute warm up, to include a slow stretch to warm up 
our bodies, core strengthening exercises, arm strengthening exercises, a deep leg stretch, 
and I allow dancers a few minutes of their own for individual stretches of their own choice. 
-  (Online via ZOOM) - If required by client, I can work on perfecting pirouette techniques with 
students, learning exactly how to get on top of our leg for a perfect pirouette, finding balance, 
using our arms to help us get round and little tips and tricks of my own to find that multiple 
turn we all dream of achieving. 
Other techniques I can work on are: kicks, legs spins, tilts, jumps, connecting movements (IE 
across the floor combinations that usually consists of turns, kicks and jumps).
-   I often teach a routine in my classes. Styles can be required by the client, though I tend to 
teach a lyrical jazz based routine which focuses on technique, style and musicality. Finding 
ways how we can add texture to our artistry, light and shade, and performance technique. 
There are so many ways to build your movement, find your individuality and become more 
and more confident within yourself in class, my goal is to guide dancers so they leave class 
feeling confident and strong, mentally and physically. Routines tend to take 45 minutes to an 
hour to teach and perform, allowing dancers plenty of time at the end to dance.
(Q&A optional at the end of class)

PRIVATE LESSONS 
Similar to my DANCE CLASS format, my private lessons consist of warm up, strengthening, 
stretches and a one-to-one look at turning, kicks and leaps with a deep focus on the dancer, 
followed by a routine. My aim is to watch and offer as much advice as possible. If dancers 
have any requests on what they’d like to improve on, or a specific routine they’d like to dance 
- I'm more than happy to look over this and work on it with them. the same goes with 
dancer’s competition solos, I often look over choreographed solos for improvements and to 
polish up their general performance/technique. 

For rates please email me at: sam.salter124@icloud.com


